
Mission – Synod Themes 5 & 8-10 
 
Saint Gabriel parish held 12 Synod Listening Sessions on the Synod theme of Mission in which 
156 individuals participated.  
 
Parishioners were asked to comment on how they are empowered and equipped to be on 
mission for Jesus Christ. The consensus among the participants was that they were empowered 
by the Mass, Church traditions, and the sacraments. However, they saw obstacles to that 
empowerment which would benefit from better communication from the church hierarchy. 
Participants identified opportunities to help overcome these obstacles including better use of 
technology as a way to reach out to the community that help explain and strengthen our faith. 
Mass, Faith Formation, and Outreach Ministries need to have a greater focus of feeding, inspiring 
and enabling discipleship of laity. 
 
Parishioners were asked what level of responsibility lay leaders have and if they have the 
appropriate level of decision-making authority to complete their mission for Jesus Christ. The 
consensus among the participants was that the vast amount of responsibility given to lay leaders 
is properly balanced with the decision-making authority entrusted to them. However, a few felt 
that lay leaders lacked authority to make decisions without permission from the priest or office 
employees. All participants acknowledged that the bishop and clergy have the power to make all 
final decisions and have the final word.   
 
Parishioners were asked to identify opportunities that offer to raise members up into leadership 
positions and how are those leadership roles formed to engage journeying together. The 
consensus among the groups was that leadership opportunities are limited. There was consistent 
comment that the church needed more transparency regarding the selection of clergy and lay 
leaders. Some were concerned that there were currently few opportunities to dialogue with 
church leadership at the parish or Diocesan levels. However, there was an acknowledgement that 
COVID is partly to blame. 
 
Parishioners were asked how decisions were made for the church community. Without 
exception, parishioners expressed confusion and frustration regarding how decisions are made 
for the church community. Most believed that the bishop makes decisions that are carried out 
by the parish priests and office staff.   
 
 
 
    


